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DLFF-0580 view into the moor

Just one day after the latest activity we moved out to the other direction near the czech border.
In 2011 we made just about 3 km away our most successful operation as OK8WFF from OKFF-0012 with more than
1000 contacts.
At this time saw the first time also the
shield showing the other direction pointing
to Pavlova Hut. When reading more about
this name found out that this is a dead village which was used before WWII from glassindustry. Meanwhile there are only some
rests of huts and this makes OKFF-0800.
Operation to DLFF-0580 was not more or
less a preparation-activity which will lead
us 2019 to OKFF-0800. From the green border near DLFF-0580 you need to go around
2 km through the wilderness to reach the
protected czech-area. So we plan for spring
and this will be also then a reactivation from
DLFF-0580 on the german side.
At 13.october we had again luck with the
weather. Nice sunny and not too warm.
Our station setup was finished at 0720 UTC.
At 0723 we started with ON2OY as first station on 40 meters.
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In the first hour
160 contacts could
1
be done.
b
That day also 20
T
meter was a bit
m
better and we
b
ccould also hand out
tthe new multiplier
tthere to several
sstations.
When the interest
W
was going done
w
we moved to CW
w
and had also there
a
a nice run first on
20 and later on 40
2
meters.
m
Total result this
T
ttime 278 contacts
with 33 countries
w
including 11 p2pin
ccontacts.
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